Now there’s a better alternative.
The New Intralinks User Interface for Alternative Investments
Keep investors happy and coming back. Our new UI
features innovations across the board that make
fundraising and fund reporting simpler and faster.

A faster, more modern UI.
LPs are demanding a better client experience – better
navigation, faster performance, more useful tools – that
make it easier to get fund information and reports.
We’ve got that.
GPs want a secure, full-featured portal for better
fundraising, reporting and investor communication
management.
We’ve got that, too.

Let’s talk specifics.
Power your productivity with these new UI features:
• Cleaner design – easily navigate within an exchange
and across funds
• 2x to 4x faster across functions
• No plugins required – goodbye, Flash!
• Drag-and-drop documents – and folders – from
desktop, directly into fund exchange
• Simplified processes for adding users to an
Exchange, viewing documents directly from a web
browser, and bulk-downloading documents
• More mobility – Intralinks is now more responsive
than ever on your iOS and Android device

Announcing the new Intralinks UI designed specifically
for Alternative Investment professionals.
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Enhanced drag-and-drop
Upload documents simply and fast from your desktop to an Intralinks Exchange.

3 clicks

Faster

Exchange setup in hours,
not days – move from
desktop to exchange in
just three clicks.

Average time saved on
complex, multi-step user
workflows, compared to
our previous UI.

A clearly better alternative.

We continue to build on that foundation with features that ensure

More than two decades ago, we created the first virtual

they can forget about the technology and focus on their investors.

spaces secure enough to be trusted for high-value
transactions by the world’s leading financial institutions.
Since then we’ve earned the business of more than 99%

today’s fund managers can work with complete confidence – so
Try us. We think you’ll agree – we’re clearly the best alternative for
optimizing the investor experience.

of the Fortune 1000 – and 100% of the Fortune 100.
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